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Fig. 12.16. Second fragment of the XVIII century French map. Taken from [1018].

By the way, the Britannica reports the existence of
another “Tartar” state in the XVIII century – Independent Tartary with a capital in Samarqand ([1118],
Volume 2, pages 682-684). As we are beginning to realise, it had been yet another remnant of the Horde
that existed as a single empire in the XIV-XVI century. The fate of this state is known, unlike that of the
Muscovite Tartary – the Romanovs conquered it in
the middle of the XIX century. We are referring to the
so-called “conquest of Central Asia”, as it is evasively
called in the modern textbooks. The conquest had
been very violent, and the name Independent Tartary
disappeared from the maps forever. It is still known
to us under the very neutral alias of “Central Asia”.
Samarqand, the capital of the Independent Tartary,
was taken by the Romanovian troops in 1868 ([183],
Volume 3, page 309). The entire war lasted four years
(1864-1868).

2.2. North America on the maps of the XVII-XVIII
century. The Europeans had remained ignorant
of the geography of the American West and
Southwest until the defeat of “Pougachev”.
The gigantic terra incognita and the “insular”
nature of the Californian peninsula.
Let us return to the epoch of the XVIII century and
consider the representations of North America and
Siberia on the maps of the XVIII century, before the
defeat of Pougachev in 1773-1775. It turns out that
the Western part of the North American continent is
altogether absent from these maps. The geography
of the American Northwest had remained a mystery
for the European cartographers of the epoch – they
didn’t even know whether or not there was a strait between the American continent and Siberia. It is very
odd indeed that the American government had shown
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no interest in the neighbouring territories until the
late XVIII – early XIX century, when it did develop
such an interest all of a sudden, and started a very
rapid colonization. Could it be owing to the fact that
the territory in question became “no man’s land”
legally, and thus needed to be colonised as quickly as
humanly possible, lest the Romanovs should seize it
themselves from the West.
Let us turn to the maps of North America, starting with the Britannica map of 1771, which had accounted for the latest advances of the epoch’s geographical science. Once again, bear in mind that we
are talking about the very end of the XVIII century,
the epoch immediately predating the war against Pougachev. The full map is presented above in fig. 12.4.

Fig. 12.17 is a close-in of its fragments, wherein we
see that the entire North-West of the American is a
single blank spot adjacent to the ocean – the coastline is altogether absent. This can only mean that no
European ship had approached these shores before
1771; a single voyage would suffice for the cartographers to get a rough idea of what the coast had looked
like. Yet we are told that the Russian Alaska had been
owned by the Romanovs back in the day. Had this
been the case, the European maps would naturally depict the coastline of the American Northwest. We see
the most peculiar “Parts Undiscovered” instead, qv in
fig. 12.17.
Let us turn to another English map; this one was
published earlier, in 1720 or later, and compiled in

Fig. 12.17. Close-in of a fragment of the map from the 1771 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica with North America. We see a
huge white spot that covers most of the North American continent. Taken from [1118], Volume 2, pages 682-683. Plate XCI.
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Fig. 12.18. Fragment of the map of North America compiled in London in 1720 or later ([1160]), page 171. Taken from [1160], page
170. The entire American North-West is a huge white spot; the Californian peninsula is erroneously drawn as an island.

London ([1160], pages 170-171; see fig. 12.18). Once
again, we see a large part of the North American continent drawn as a blank spot with the legend “Parts
Unknown”. One must notice the fact this map depicts the Californian peninsula as an island, which
means that the Horde had prohibited Europeans
entry to this part of the world in the early XVIII – before the “revolt of Pougachev”.
We see the same to be the case with a French map
of 1688 (see fig. 12.19). The Californian peninsula is
drawn as an island once again – incorrectly, that is.
What could this possibly mean? A simple thing – the
coastline of North America had still remained unknown to the Europeans; the latter were denied access to these lands, hence their ignorance of the fact
that the peninsula joins the continent somewhat further to the north.

Another example can be seen in fig. 12.20-12.21.
The map in question is of a French origin and dates
from 1656 the earliest (see [1160], pages 152 and 153).
We see the same error once again – California drawn
as an island, the entire American Northwest being a
blank spot.
Let us proceed. In figs. 12.22 and 12.23 we see a
French map dating from 1634. Once again, we see
the American Northwest blank, and California misrepresented as an island.
It goes on and on like this – there were too many
such maps made in the XVII-XVIII century. One
might arrive at the following conclusion: the Western
part of the North American continent had not belonged to the USA before the war with Pougachev in
1773-1775, constituting part of the Muscovite Tartary,
whose capital had been in Tobolsk. Europeans weren’t
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allowed entry here; this circumstance became reflected in the maps of that epoch, whereupon we find
huge blank spots and the fantasy island of California,
with only the southern part known. The very name
California might have initially meant, “Land of the
Caliph”. Let us remind the reader that, according to
our reconstruction, Batu-Khan, the great conqueror
also known to us as Ivan Kalita (Caliph) had been the
first Caliph of Russia and the Horde. He is one of the
founders of the Great = “Mongolian” Empire.
Let us recollect the mediaeval Japan behaving in
a manner similar to the Muscovite Tartary – it had
apparently been yet another part of the Great =
“Mongolian” Empire. Japan had also refused entry
to the foreigners up until the 1860’s, which might
have reflected some general policy of the local rulers.
The Czars, or Khans of these “Mongolian” states, the
last remnants of the Horde, had been hostile towards
the Europeans, regarding them as enemies of the defunct Great Empire, which they must have still iden-

tified themselves with. It appears that there had been
close ties between Japan and Muscovite Tartary up
until the late XVIII century. Japan segregated after
the decomposition of the latter nation in 1773-1775
(the defeat of Pougachev).
Europeans (the Dutch) and Americans had only
managed to force their entry to Japan at the end of
the XIX century; the wave of the “progressive process
of liberation” had only reached these parts in an epoch
this recent.

2.3. North America on the maps presumably
dating from the XV-XVI century. The latter
contain more correct information about
America than the maps that are supposed to
postdate them
Let us return to the maps of America – the ones
dating from the alleged XV-XVI century this time, in
order to see how the European cartographers of the

Fig. 12.19. French map of North America compiled in 1688. Once again, California is misrepresented as an island. Taken from
[1160], pages 152 and 153.

